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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Worldwide remote-access thanks to our own cloud

Worldwide remote-maintenance without additional costs thanks to our own cloud
 Your devices connect to your own cloud, no matter where they are in the world. Only
your devices are in your own private cloud, no one else has access to the cloud. In
addition, you can provide each device with its own connection-password, so that the
individual systems are protected despite the private cloud.
 No registration on any portals, no hidden additional costs, your devices in your own
cloud are always accessible.
 This is how remote maintenance/remote access is fun.



Programming S7-PLC/-modules via RS232/USB

PLC-programming/-communication from the PC "serial" or via "USB" from
S7-200/300/400 or modules such as Sinamix, Sinumerik, MicroMaster, drives, converters.
 PPI up to 187.5 Kbit (PPI + PPI advanced), MPI/Profibus up to 12 Mbit. Compatible with
the Siemens driver "PC-adapter", communication only with 64-bit operating-systems via
USB and TIC-driver (limitation of serial communication from Siemens to 32-bit
operating-systems).

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC

The access to the connected PLC with the Siemens TS-software or PG-2000 including
TS-option results of coupling via Analogue-, ISDN- (only with AB-adapter) as well as
GSM-line.



Integrated phone-book

You have to consider several facilities and do not want to keep a watch list with phone
numbers? No problem, the TELE-router contains a phone book, so you any time maintain
the entire data connection in the router and build to the opposite side by clicking the link
in the web browser.

Router - Mode (access to the network without router)

The Tele-Prof-II can also be used as a router for access from a PC via dial-up connection,
so that a communication with the behind covered network results. Furthermore a network
connection can be made with the TP-II  TP-II-line, but in doing so the IP-address-root
must differ.



Backup of formulas without  knowledge of PLC

You consistently have to back up formulas which are stored in data blocks or back up
production protocols, but the employee in charge has no knowledge of PLC-programming
respectively handling PC-programs? No problem, install the PG-2000-software with
"option DB-backup" on your PC and connect it with the PLC. The employee only has to
click on a symbol on the desktop of the PC and the data blocks of the parameterised PLC
will be stored on the fixed disc. Afterwards the program closes itself and the mentioned
employee didn't had to accomplish an intervention on the program.

Communication with PLCs without knowledge of the specific protocol

Who does not know the problem for a production-analysis still lack data that is stored in
the controller. Without PLC-specific programming-packages you can not get the data and
the software-technician has no time.
 A one-time change to the evaluation-tool, the PLC-specific DLL-file integrated (also at
Excel, Access, ...) and functions for reading and writing data of the controller are
available.


